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The mayhem of moving is waning, so I'm going to take the
next hour to tweet about the @JFluidMech webinar! I will
try to keep my tweets to this thread. It's too late to register,
but videos will be posted later. Previous webinars can be
found HERE
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Join us today for the next @FluidsLeeds
@UKFluidsNetwork @JFluidMech fluids webinar featuring
Anne-Virginie Salsac discussing Fluid structure
interactions of a microcapsule in flow: when numerical
modeling meet experiments, 4pm.
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Previously, Anne-Virginie Salsac did a lot of work studying blood flow, but today we
are going to learn about microcapsule flow in channels.

•••

Examples of microcapsules are all over, from natural systems to engineered systems.
Health applications are also important, including drug delivery. Currently,
nanoparticles and liposomes are used, but their volume is small. So what about
microcapsules!?

Ouu, some very pretty videos of microcapsules (think squishy spheres) going through
channels. Viscous forces, squishing into smaller channels, shear, etc can deform them
in all sorts of ways. Think squishing a water balloon. They can also wrinkle and break
up.
No videos for you here, you'll have to tune in here later:
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So we reach the crux of the talk: we need to combine 3D numerical models with
micro-fluidic experiments to understand the dynamics of capsules in channels,
relaxation of capsules in channels, and maybe... design microfluidic techniques like
SORTING based on DEFORMABILITY...

So, part one, 3D numerical simulation of fluid-structure interactions...
Internal/external flows have to couple with capsule wall physics...
details: negligible inertia, Stokes flow: Re <<1, walls capable of large deformations...
AND non-inear mechanical behaviour...
Some membranes can exhibit strain-softening, some can exhibit strain-hardening.
Apparently, man-man materials often soften, natural materials often harden...

Numerical techniques! How do we actually run the model? Lagrangian tracking of
interface.
*explicit time scheme, implying very small t and long computational times. Here are
some resources for solid and fluid solvers.

(For more details on the coupling between the flow and membrane equations, tune in
to the recorded video when it goes up)
Channel geometry is going to be critical, as you might expect. We are now getting
some beautiful videos of squishy capsules in cylindrical channels versus square
channels. Here is a cross-section plot of capsules comparing square to cylinder:

Some interesting comparisons being made between the strain-hardening and strainsoftening case. Oh wow, softening case can actually exhibit flow, if you will. "Like
chewing gum".
(Now here's a good reason to do both experiment and simulation studies: reverseengineering experimental results to determine mechanical properties of your system
just by knowing about the channel flow and looking at the deformation in the
capsule.)
Again, tune in when the video goes live, we are getting into fabrication details. I'm a
reasonably fast typist but not THAT fast.
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My favorite part of talks: when the researcher says "so we really want to figure out
this specific problem, how useful would that be?", right before they show us how they
figured it out :)

Ok, I'm going to take a little break and will be back for conclusions/questions.
Remember, the full video will be available on the @JFluidMech website:
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@JFluidMech !!! I almost forgot about SORTING by SOFTNESS. Malaria, sepsis,
cancer can alter the deformability of red blood cells. Well, if you stick a partial barrier
at the exit of a channel, it looks like you can sort by size (at slow flows) or
deformability (at fast flows)

Ok, so this is some really cool work. But it's not simple to downsize to cell-size
experiments without cell lysis and debris. Interesting, bending rigidity and
fatigue/damage in models is important. And don't get her started on cell nucleation
:P
WOW. Amazing! I loved that talk. Round of applause for Dr. Salsac and her team of
postdocs, students, and colleagues! Check out utc.fr/~salsacan/ for more like this!

@threadreaderapp , unroll this if you don't mind.

